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Introduction 
Let K be a commutative field, V a finite-dimensional vector space 
over K and Q: V-+ K a nondegenerate (nondefective) quadratic form 
of maximal Witt index. Then there is a connection between the totally 
singular subspaces of maximal dimension of V and certain spinors of Q, 
the so-called pure spinors. This has been recognized by E. CART AN; see 
his book "Le9ons sur la theorie des spineurs" (1938, 2 volumes). 
In spinor theory the properties of the pure spinors are studied. Cartan 
gave the theory for the case that K is the field of complex numbers. 
His methods remain valid if K is algebraically closed and of character-
istic 0. 
In his book "The algebraic theory of spinors" (1954}, C. C. CHEVALLEY 
developed the theory for arbitrary commutative fields (with some ex-
ceptions if the characteristic of K equals 2}, using explicitly the notion 
of a Clifford algebra. 
For antihermitian forms over a quaternion field D the notion of a 
Clifford algebra has been defined and studied recently by E. A. M. SEIP-
HoRNIX. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop spinor theory for antihermitian 
quaternion forms. To include the case that the center k of D has charac-
teristic 2, we use, instead of antihermitian quaternion forms, more gener-
ally, quadratic quaternion forms. 
The definition of these notions can be found in section l. 
In the sections 2 up to 9 we restrict ourselves to vector spaces of even 
dimension m = 2u. Information about the structure of the Clifford algebra 
is given in 2.3. A similar theorem was proved by N. JACOBSON, in a more 
general situation. Moreover, in section 2, we introduce the space of k-
spinors and the space of D-spinors. Furthermore, we define the pure k-
spinors and the pure D-spinors, which turn out to correspond with the 
totally singular subspaces of dimension " and u-1 respectively. 
In section 3 we give an abstract characterization of the exterior algebra 
of a vector space over a quaternion field D and in section 4 the same 
is done for a certain module over such an exterior algebra. These objeots 
have (in the finite-dimensional case) as underlying structure a space of 
k-spinors and a space of D-spinors, respectively. 
The relation between the pure spinors and the corresponding totally 
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singular subspaces is described more in detail in section 5; see 5.6 and 5.8. 
In section 6 a parametrization of the pure spinors is given; see 6.6 
and 6.7. 
Information about the structure of the set of pure spinors is given in 
the following section; see 7.3 and 7.4. 
In section 8 certain bilinear and sesquilinear forms are introduced, 
which are used in section 9 to give an intrinsic characterization of the 
pure spinors ; see 9. 3 and 9. 7. 
The proof of 9.3 is somewhat simpler than the proof of the analogous 
assertion in the book of Chevalley, and it also works for the case of 
characteristic 2. 
Finally, in section 10, we consider the case of odd dimension. 
Throughout the paper the following conventions are made: 
i) A subspace of a vector space over a (skew) field K spanned by 
x1, ... , Xn is denoted by [x1, ... , xn]K or [x1, ... , xa]. 
ii) Let V be a vector space over a (skew) field K. Then the algebra 
consisting of the K-linear mappings V--+ V is denoted by Endx(V). 
iii) The algebra of n x n matrices over a (skew) field K is denoted 
by M(n, K). 
iv) If D is a quaternion field with usual involution a, then we some-
times put N(;) = ;~" and Tr(;) =; + ;" for ; ED. 
v) If K is a (skew) field, then the characteristic of K is denoted by 
char (K). 
I. Preliminary definitions and properties. 
First we repeat some definitions and properties which can be found 
in [6], §§ 1, 2, 3. Let D be a quaternion division algebra with center k 
and let a: D--+ D be the usual involution of D. We choose a commutative 
separable quadratic extension field K of k, with k C K CD. We select 
l ED* such that l" = -l and ;l = l;" for every ; E K. Then we can write 
D=K EB lK. We put ft=l2. Then we have fl E k* and w1=;~" for every 
; E K. Let Vm(D) be an m-dimensional right vector space over D. We 
can consider Vm(D) as a 2m-dimensional vector space V2m(K) over K. 
We define the a-semi-involution T: V2m(K)--+ V2m(K) by T(x) =xl, for 
X E V. 
A quadratic quaternion form L on Vm(D) is a mapping L: Vm(D)--+ D 
with the following properties : 
i) Let f!J: Vm(D) X Vm(D) --+ D be the mapping defined by f!J(x, y) = 
=L(x+y)-L(x)-L(y) for every x, y E Vm(D). Then f!J satisfies 
f!J(x+z, y)-f!J(x, y)-f!J(z, y) E k for every x, y, z E Vm(D). 
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ii) Let f: Vm(D) x D--+ D be the mapping defined by f(x, ~) = L(x~)­
-~L(x)~ for every x E Vm(D), ~ED. Then f satisfies f(x, ~) E k for 
every x E Vm(D), ~ED. 
iii) There is an element x E Vm(D) with L(x) ¢= k, i.e. L is nontrivial. 
We call if> nondegenerate if <P(x, y) E lc for every y E Vm(D) implies x=O. 
In that case L is called nondegenerate nondefective or, shortly, nonde-
generate. 
If L is a quadratic quaternion form on Vm(D), we can put L(x) = 
=Q(x)+lR(x), where Q, R: V2m(K) -> K. Then R is a quadratic form and 
R(T(x)) =- t-tR(x}". 
Besides, we can put if>(x, y) = q(x, y) + lr(x, y), where q, r: V2m(K) x 
x V2m(K)--+ K. Then r is the symmetric bilinear form belonging to R 
and r(x, T(x))=Q(x)"-Q(x) for every x E V2m(K). 
It is known that L is nondegenerate if and only if r is nondegenerate. 
Let H : vm(D) X Vm(D) -- D be the uniquely determined mapping 
which is a-sesquilinear, antihermitian if char (D) =1= 2 and hermitian if 
char (D)=2, such that H(x, x)=L(x)-L(x)" for every x E Vm(D) (see [6], 
1.4). Explicitly, we have: H(x, y)= -r(T(x), y)+lr(x, y). 
It is known that H is nondegenerate if and only if L is nondegenerate. 
We call x E Vm(D) isotropic if H(x, x) = 0, and we call x E Vm(D) singular 
if L(x) E k. A singular vector is always isotropic and if char (D) =1= 2, 
"singular" and "isotropic" mean the same thing. A subspace X C Vm(D) 
is called totally singular if every x E X is singular. 
The maximum of the dimensions of all totally singular subspaces of 
Vm(D) is called the index of L. If L is nondegenerate, the index of L 
is at most -!m if m is even and -!(m-1) if m is odd. 
For any (! E K with (! + e" = 1, we define Lg : Vm(D) --+ D by Le(x) = 
= - er(T(x), x) + lR(x) for every x E Vm(D) and we call Lg the normalized 
quadratic quaternion form, corresponding to L and (!. For every x E Vm(D) 
we have L(x) = Lg(x) + p(x), where p: Vm(D) --+ k. If char (D) =1= 2, we 
always choose (! = t. In that case Lg(x) = -!H(x, x) for every x E Vm(D). 
We remark that L(x) E k if and only if Lg(x) = 0 for x E Vm(D). 
Let 0=0(R, K) be the Clifford algebra of R. We can write 0=0+ EB O-, 
where O+ is the subalgebra of 0 consisting of the even elements and where 
O- is the subset of 0 consisting of the odd elements (see [2], 2.1). We 
remark that o- is a 0+-module. 
1.1 There exists a a-semilinear mapping T: 0--+ 0, such that: 
i) 0+ and 0- are invariant under T. 
ii) -r2(c) = c for every c E 0+ and -r2(c) =f-tC for every c EO-. 
iii) If c1, cz are elements of 0+ orO- then -r(clcz)=-r(cl)-r(cz) if c1, c2 are 
not both in 0- and T(C!Cz) = (- f-l)-1-r(c!)T(Cz) if C! E 0- and C2 E 0-. 
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Proof: Let F be the tensor algebra of V2m(K). We extend the 
mapping T: V2m(K)-+ V2m(K) to a a-semilinear mapping T: F-+ F by 
defining: 
i) T(x1 0 ... 0 X211,) = (- p,)-hT(xl) 0 ... 0 T(x2~~,), where 
X1, ••• , X211, E V2m(K), h;;. 1 (see [6], 4). 
ii) T(x1 0 ... ® X2Ml) = (-p,)-hT(xi) 0 ... ® ~Jl(x2h+I), wherP. 
X1, ••• , X2Ml E V2m(K), h;;. 0. 
iii) T(~) =~a for ~ E K. 
It is clear that in this way T is well defined. Let I be the two-sided 
ideal generated by the elements x 0 x-R(x) ·1, with x E V2m(K). 
Since T(x 0 x-R(x) ·1) = (- p,)-1(T(x) ® T(x) -R(T(x)) ·1), T leaves I 
invariant. Therefore, T induces a a-semilinear mapping 7: : 0 -+ 0 which 
has the desired properties. 
We remark that O- can be considered as a right vector space over D, 
by defining c(~+l1J)=c~+-r(c)n for cEO- and ~+ln ED. We define 
Gl= {c E O+J-r(c) =c}. Then Gl is a k-algebra of dimension 22m-1. We define 
ue: Vm(D)-+ Gl by ue(x)=exT(x)-!/T(x)x for every X E vm(D). The 
ordered pair (Ol, ue) is called Clifford algebra of L. For the properties of 
Gl and ue we refer to [6], §§ 4, 5. 
For any h>O, let 0~~, be the subspace of 0, spanned by the products 
of at most h elements of V2m(K) and let Go=K. Then 0~~, C GM1 , 
2m 
u 0~~,=0 and o~~,.o~~,' coll,+ll,1 • 
11-0 
The 0~~,, with h-;;.0, determine a filtration of G. 
The degree d(c) of an element c E 0 is defined by: 
i) d(c)=lh if cEO~~, and c rf.G~~,-1> if h>O. 
ii) d(c)=OifcEK*. 
iii) d(c)= -oo if c=O. 
Then 
i) d(c + c').;;; Max (d(c), d(c')), for all c, c' E 0. 
ii) d(cc') .;;;d(c) +d(c'), for all c, c' E 0. 
Moreover, we have d( -r( c)) = d( c). Therefore, the restriction of the function 
d to Gl has the same properties on Gl. 
2. Definition of the pure spinors. 
We assume that the dimension m of Vm(D) is even. We put m=2u. 
Furthermore, we suppose that L is nondegenerate and of maximal index, 
which means of index "· Then we have Vm(D)=N +P where both N, 
P are totally singular u-dimensional subspaces of Vm(D) (see [6], 3.3). 
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We choose a basis n1, ... , n,. of N and a basis p1, ... , p,. of P, such that 
H(ni, PJ)=O if i=foj, while H(ni, Pt)=l if char (D)=fo2 and H(ni, Pi)=1 
if char (D)= 2, 1 .,-,;; i, j .,-,;; u. 
We take a fixed e E K with e+ea= 1(e=t if char (D)#2). We put 
f=ue(Pl) ... u9 (p,.) in 0 (see § 1). It is clear that f E Ol and that 
f=p1T(p1) ... p,.T(p,.). It is well known that Of is a minimal left ideal 
of 0 and that Of= O+f (£; O-j. 
We put ei=ni+Pi and /i=ni-Pi if char (D)=fo2 and we put ei=ni+Pifl 
and /i =ni +Pit/ if char (D)= 2, 1 .,-;;i .;;;;u. Then e1, /1, ... , e,., /,.is an ortho-
gonal basis of Vm(D), with respect to H. If char (D)=fo2 we have Le(ei)=l 
and Le(fi)= -l. If char (D)=2 we have Le(ei)=Le(fi)=e (H(ei, et)= 
=H(/i, h)= 1). 
" " We define Z= IJ ue(ei)ue(fi) in Ol if char (D)=fo2 and z= I (ue(ei)+ 
i-1 i-1 
+ ue(/i)) in Ol if char (D)= 2. 
In the case char (D)=fo2 we put zo=(,u)-"z. Then z2 =,u2" and z~=l. 
In the case char (D)= 2 we put zo = z + 1 if u is even and zo = z if u is odd. 
Then z~+zo=O. 
Let Z(O+) be the center of 0+ and Z(Ol) the center of Ol. Then Z(O+) = 
= [1, zo]K and Z(Ol) = [1, zo]k· Both Z(O+) and Z(Ol) have zero divisors, 
because z~ = 1 if char (D) =fo 2 and z~ + z0 = 0 if char (D)= 2. If char (D)# 2 
we put 81=l(l+zo) and 8z=l(I-zo). If char (D)=2 we put 81=Zo and 
82 = 1 + ZQ. In both cases 81 and 82 are central idempotents such that 
818z=0 and 81+8z=l. Now 0+ is the direct sum of two simple ideals 
(see [2], II. 2.3). We have 0+=0+81 (£; 0+82 and it follows from the structure 
of Z(Ol) that Ol=Ol81 (£; Ol82 (see [6], 6.2). 
It is known that Of=ON/, where ON is the Clifford algebra of the 
restriction of R toN, which is the exterior algebra on N, as N is totally 
singular with respect to R. 
There is a representation e of 0 on ON such that csf= (e(c) ·s)f, if c E 0 
and s E 0 N· The space 0 N, often denoted by S, is called the space of spinors 
of R and e is called the spin representation of 0 on S (see [2], III). The 
restriction of e to 0+ gives a representation of 0+ on ON, which maps 
the spaces Of; and ON into themselves. We call Oi; the space of even 
half-spinors, often denoted by 81 and we call ON the space of odd half-
spinors, often denoted by Sz. We denote by fli the restriction of e to a 
representation of 0+ on Si, i= I, 2. 
We have zof=f, because ue(ei)ue(fi)ue(Pi)=,uue(Pi) if char (D)=fo2 and 
(ue(ei)+ue(fi))ue(Pi)=ue(Pi) if char (D)=2. Therefore 81/=/ and 8z/=0. 
Moreover, 81c+j = c+f and 8zc+f = 0 for every c+ E 0+, because 81 and 82 
are in the center of 0+. 
If char (D) =fo 2 we have z0c- = - c-z0 for every c- Eo- and if char (D)= 2 
we have z0c- = c-z0 + c- for every c- EO-, whence in both cases 81c-j = 0 
and 82c-j=c-j for every c-Eo-. 
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We proved above: (;!I(ci)=id., (;!I(c2)=0, (;!2(ci)=0 and e2(c2)=id. As a 
consequence we get: (;!I(O+c;l) C EndK(S1), (;!I(O+c;2) = 0, (;!2(0+c;l) = 0 and 
e2(0+c;2) C EndK(S2). Now dimKS1 = dimKS2 =2m-I, whence dimKEndK(SI) = 
dimKEndK(S2) =22m-2. 
We conclude that (;!I(O+c;l)=EndK(SI) and e2(0+c;2)=EndK(S2). As e is 
a faithful representation of 0+ on S, we obtain: 
2.1 O+ ro-/ M(2m-l, K) EB M(2m-l, K). 
Moreover: 
2.2 •ei(c)=ei(c)• if cEOl and i=1,2. 
Proof: •(ei(c) ·s)f=•(csf) =c•(sf) =c•(s)f= (ei(c) ·•(s))/, for c E0l, s ESi 
and i= 1, 2. 
2.3 Theorem: Ol ro-/ M(2m-l, k) EB M(2m-2, D). (Compare [5], IV 4). 
Proof: By 1.1, • maps S1 into itself, and • 2 =id. on S1. We introduce 
Sp1={s ESII•(s)=s}. Then Sp1 is a vector space over k and we have 
dimkSp1 =2m-I (see [4], I, § 3). As •e1(c) = (;!I(c)• if c E Ol, we have 
(;!l(Olci) C Endk(Sp1) (see [4], I, § 4). We have even (;!I(Olci)=Endk(Spl), 
because dimkOlc1 = dimkEndk(Sp1) =22m-2, and e1 is faithful on Olc1. We 
conclude that Olc1 ro-/ M(2m-1, k). 
Also, • leaves S 2 invariant and •2 = f-l on S2. This means that we can 
interpret S 2 as a right vector space of dimension 2m-2 over D, by setting 
s(~+lrJ)=s~+•(s)rJ, for s ES2 and ~+lrJ ED. We will also denote S2, when 
considered as a vector space of dimension 2m-2 over D, by Sp2 • As 
•e2(c) =e2(c)• if c E Ol, we have (;!2(0lc2) C Endn(Sp2) (see [4], I, § 4). We 
have even e2(0le2) = Endn(Sp2), because dimk0lc2 = dimkEndn(Sp2) =22m-2, 
while e2 is faithful on Ole2• We conclude that Ole2 ro-/ M(2m-2, D). This 
completes the proof. 
The spaces Sp1 and Sp2 which were introduced in the proof of 2.3, 
will be of importance later on. 
2.4 Definition: The representation e1: Ol -7 Endk(Sp1) is called k-
spin representation or spin representation of the first kind of Ol and Sp1 is 
called space of k-spinors or space of spinors of the first kind of L. 
2.5 Definition: The representation e2: Ol -7 Endn(Sp2) is called D-
spin representation or spin representation of the second kind of Ol and Sp2 
is called space of D-spinors or space of spinors of the second kind of L. 
Let Z C Vm(D) be a totally singular subspace of dimension " and let 
z1, ... , z,. be a basis of Z. 
We put fz=ue(z1) ... ue(z,.) in Ol. Then fzO is a minimal right ideal 
of 0 and it is known that dimK =(Of n fzO) = 1 (see [2], III. 1.1 ). As a 
consequence, Of n fzC is of the form Szf, where Sz is a one-dimemional 
subspace of S1 over K. As -c(Of n fzO) =(-cO)/ n fz(•O) C Of n fzO, we 
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have rSzCSz. We introduce Spz={s EBzlr(s)=s}. Then Spz is a vector 
space over k and we have dimkSpz = l. 
2.6 Definition: Any element sz EBpz. Sz#O, is called a purek-spinor 
or a pure spinor of the first kind, belonging to Z. 
Let W CVm(D) be a totally singular subspace of dimension u-1 and 
let w1, ... , w"_1 be a basis of JV. 
We put gw=ne(wl) ... t~e(w"_1 ) if x >I (gw= I if x= I) inCl. Let W' =:; W 
be a totally singular subspace of Vm(D) of dimension x and let 
w1, ... , w"_1 , w" be a basis of W'. Let 111' C Vm(D) be a totally singular 
subspace with a basis m1, ... , Tn, such that H(wi, mj) =Oijl, I <,i, j <,.k. Now 
we consider the ideal gwC. It follows from the rules of computation in C 
that 
gwC = (gww,T(w,.))C EB (gwm><T(m,))C EB (gww,T(m,.))C EB (gwm"T(w,))C, 
which is a direct sum of four minimal right ideals. It is clear that 
dimK(Cf n gwC) = 4 and dimK(C-j n gwC) = 2 whence dimn(C-j n gwC) =I. 
As a consequence, C-j n gwC is of the form Spwf, where Spw is a one-
dimensional subspace, over D, of Sp2 • 
2.7 Definition: Any element swESpw, sw#O, is called a pure D-
spinor or a pure spinor of the second kind, belonging to W. 
3. Exterior algebras. 
In view of later applications we need an extension of the notion of 
exterior algebra to the case of vector spaces over D. First we need a 
characterization of a subalgebra of the usual exterior algebra. 
Let V be a vector space over a commutative field K. 
3.I Definition: An even exterior algebra of Vis an ordered pair 
<G+, q;), consisting of an associative K-algebra G+ and a K-bilinear mapping 
q;: V x V--+ G+, satisfying the following conditions: 
I) q;(x, x)=O for every x E V. 
2) q;(x, y1)q;(x, y2) = 0 for every x, Yi E V, i = I, 2. 
3) If <A, 1p) is an ordered pair, consisting of an associative K-algebra A 
and a K-bilinear mapping "P: V x V--+ A, satisfying I) and 2), then 
there exists a unique homomorphism f: G+--+ A, such that fq;='lfJ. 
From the universal condition 3) one derives in the usual manner that 
G+ is determined up to isomorphism. Moreover, the condition 3) implies 
that G+ is generated by the q;(x, y), with x, y E V. 
Now we will give a construction of such an even exterior algebra on V. 
Let F be the tensor algebra on V, F+ the subalgebra ofF, generated by 
the elements of even degree. Let I be the two-sided ideal ofF, generated 
by all elements of the form x 0 x, with x E V. We will show that the 
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conditions 1}, 2) and 3) are satisfied if we take G+= F+j(I n F+) and 
if cp(x, y) is the canonical image of x ® y in G+. 
As it is clear that cp is K-bilinear and that I) and 2) are satisfied, we 
only have to prove 3}. It is well known that there exists a K-linear 
mapping h: F2--? A, where F2 is the subspace of F generated by the 
elements of the form x ® y, with x, y E V, such that h(x ® y)='lfJ(X,'fj) 
for all x, y E V, the mapping h being uniquely determined. Now h can 
clearly be extended to an algebra homomorphism g: F+--? A, as F+ is 
generated by F2, g being uniquely determined (see for ex. [3], II 2.2). 
Next we will show that g(I n F+) = 0. It is sufficient to prove that 
g(y1 ® ... ® Yr ® x ® x ® Z1 ® ... ® zs)=O, where yi, x, ZJ E V, l.;;;i.;;;r, 
1 .;;;j .;;;s, and r+s is even. 
If r and s are both even we have 
g(yl Q9 • •• Q9 Yr Q9 X Q9 X Q9 Zl Q9 • • • Q9 Zs) = 
=g(yl ® ... ® Yr)g(x ® x)g(z1 ® ... ® Zs)=O, 
as g(x ® x)='lfJ(X, x)=O, for 'lfJ satisfies 1}. 
If r and s are both odd we have 
g(yl Q9 • •. Q9 Yr Q9 X Q9 X Q9 Zl Q9 • • • ® Zs) = 
g(y1 ® ... ® Yr-l)g(yr ® x)g(x ® z1)g(z2 ® ... ® Zs) = 0, 
as g(yr ® x)g(x ® z1) = 'lfJ(Yr, x)'lfJ(X, z1) = 0, for 1fJ satisfies 2), and 'lfJ(X, y) = 
= -'ljJ(y, x) for all x, y E V, which follows from 1) by polarizing. 
Hence the mapping g : F+ --? A determines uniquely a natural mapping 
f: F+j(I n F+) --?A, satisfying 3). 
3.2 Remark: If Vis a vector space over K, then there exists, up to 
isomorphism, exactly one even exterior algebra (G+, cp). The K-algebra 
G+ is commutative. 
We also denote cp(x, y)=xy. 
Now we consider a right vector space V over a quaternion field D, 
with center k. Let a : D --? D be the usual involution. 
3.3 Definition: An exterior algebra of V is an ordered pair (Gr, u), 
consisting of an associative k-algebra Gr and a k-quadratic mapping 
u: V--? Gr, satisfying the following conditions: · 
1) u(x~) =N(~)u(x) for every x E V, ~ED. 
2) u(x)u(x, y)=O for every x, y E V, where u(x, y)=u(x+y)-u(x)-u(y). 
3) If (A, v) is an ordered pair, consisting of an associative k-algebra A 
and a k-quadratic mapping v : V _,. A, satisfying 1) and 2}, then there 
exists a unique homomorphism g: Gr-+ A, such that gu=v. 
It is again clear from the definition, that Gr is determined up to 
isomorphism, and that Gr is generated by the u(x}, with x E V. 
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Now we shall construct an exterior algebra over k, belonging to V. 
As in § I, we choose a commutative field K with k C K CD and we 
choose l such that D = K ® lK. Furthermore we select A such that K = k(A) 
and A+A" = 0 if char (D)#- 2 and A+A" = 1 if char (D)= 2. 
We may consider V as a vector space over K. We put T(x)=xl for 
x E V. Let (G+, rp) be the even exterior algebra of V, considered as a 
vector space over K. We extend TonG+ by defining r(x1 ... x211,) = (- p,)-h 
T(x1) ... T(x2h), compare§ l. We define Gr={c EG+Ir(c)=c}. It is clear 
that Gr is an associative k-algebra. 
Furthermore, we put u(x)=xT(x) for xEV; then 'n:V--+Gr. It is 
easily seen that u is k-quadratic and satisfies 1) and 2). 
Next we define rp*: V x V--+ G+ by: 
rp*(x, y)=u(x, T(Ay))-A"u(x, T(y)) for x, y E V. 
Then we have rp*(x, y)=p,(A-A")xy, where p,=l2, which equals 2,uAxy 
if char (D)#- 2 and p,xy if char (D)= 2. Therefore, rp* is K-bilinear and 
satisfies the conditions 1 ), 2) and 3} of 3.1. 
We get u from rp* by: 
rp*(x, y) + rrp*(x, y) = 2u(x, T(Ay)) if char (D)#- 2, 
and rp*(x, y)+rrp*(x, y)=u(x, T(y)) if char (D)=2. 
Now let v: V--+ A be a k-quadratic mapping, satisfying 1) and 2), 
A being an associative k-algebra. Then the following properties can be 
proved: 
i) v(x~, y) = v(x, y~"}, for x, y E V, ~ ED. 
ii) v(x~, x) = (~ + ~")v(x), for x E V, ~ ED. 
iii) v(x)v(y1, y2) + v(x, y1)v(x, y2) = 0, for x, Yi E V, i = 1, 2. 
iv) v(x1, x2)v(y1, y2) + v(xr, y1)v(x2, y2) + v(x2, Y1)v(x1, y2) = 0, for Xi, Yi E V, 
i, i = 1, 2. 
We prove i) by polarizing 1), while ii) also follows from 1). One can 
prove iii) by polarizing 2) and by using the fact that k is infinite. The 
terms of the third degree over k vanish. Finally, iv) can be proved by 
polarizing iii) (see [6], 5 for formulas of this kind). 
We put A' =K ®k A, which we consider as a vector space over K, and 
we definer': A'--+ A' by putting r'(~a)=~"a for~ E K, a EA. We define 
1p: v X v--+ A' by: 
1p(x, y)=v(x, T(Ay))-A"v(x, T(y}), for x, y E V. 
We will show that 1p is K-bilinear and satisfies the conditions 1) and 2) 
of 3.1. 
By ii) we have 1p(x, x) = (Al + (Al)")v(x)- A"(l + l")v(x) = 0. Furthermore, it 
is easy to check that 1p(x, Ay) = A1p(x, y) by using A+ A"= 0 if char (D)#- 2 
and A+A"=1 if char (D)=2. Because 1p(x, y)= -1p(y, x) we also have 
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1p(ltx, y) = lt1p(x, y). The K-linearity of 1p follows from the fact that K = k(lt). 
With the aid of iii) and iv) we compute: 
1p(x, Y1)1p(x, y2) = 1p(y1, x)1p(y2, x) = - (v(T(Itx))v(y1, y2) + 
+ (lta)2v(T(x))v(y1, y2) -ltav(T(Itx), T(x))v(y1, y2)). 
By using ii) this expression becomes: 
- (ltltav(T(x))v(y1, Y2) + (lta)2v(T(x))v(y1, y2) -lta(lt + lta)v(T(x))v(y1, y2)) = 0. 
Hence, the condition 2) of 3.1 is also proved. 
Consequently, there exists a unique homomorphism f: G+ ~A', such 
that fq;*=1p. We have f-r=-r'f, whence f maps Gr into A. If g is the re-
striction off to Gr, then gu=v and g is a uniquely determined homo-
morphism. 
3.4 Remark: If V is a right vector space over D, then there exists, 
up to isomorphism, exactly one exterior algebra (Gr, u). The k-algebra 
Gr is commutative. 
Let G be the exterior algebra on V, if Vis considered as a vector space 
over K. For any h > 0, let Gh be the subspace of G spanned by the products 
of exactly h elements of V, and let GO=K. Then G is the direct sum of 
the Gh, with h-:;.0, and we have Gn.Gh' CGh+h'. The Gh give a gradation 
of G. Let d(c) be the degree of an element c E G, defined in the same way 
as in § l. Again we have d(-r(c))=d(c) and therefore the restriction of d 
to Gr has the same properties as don G. We define Grh={c EG2hi-r(c)=c}. 
Let (Gr, u) be the exterior algebra of the right vector space Vm(D), 
over D, of dimension m. Let G be the exterior algebra of V2m(K). There 
exists a unique mapping exp: G2 ~ G, such that exp c= l +c if c is a 
decomposable element ofG2, and exp (c1 +c2) = (exp c1) (exp c2), for Ct E G2, 
i= l, 2 (see [2], III). It is clear that we have exp -r(c)=-r (exp c) forcE G2. 
Thus, by restriction, we obtain a mapping exp: Grl ~Gr. We have 
exp (c1 + c2) = (exp c1) (exp c2), for Ct E Grl, i = l, 2. Moreover, exp 0 = l and 
consequently exp c is always invertible, namely (exp c)-1 =exp (-c). If 
C= z ~iu(xt), ~i E k, Xi E Vm(D), l <;i, thenexp c= IT (l +~tu(xt)), because 
i I i 
~iu(xt) = ~iXiT(xt) is a decomposable element (see [2], III). 
3.5 Let (Gr, u) be the exterior algebra of the vector space Vm(D), over D, 
of dimension m. Suppose u(x)c = 0 for every x E Vm(D) and a certain c E Gr. 
Then c is of the form c = ~u(x1) ... u(xm), with ~ E k, and where x1 ... Xm 
is any basis of Vm(D). 
Proof: First we choose a basis x1, ... , Xm of Vm(D). As in § l, we 
choose a commutative field K, with k C K CD. Let (G+, q;) be the even 
exterior algebra of V2m(K). Take Gr={cEG+I-r(c)=c}. 
A basis of G+ is formed by the elements of the form x1TxJ, where 
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I= {il, ... , ig} and J = {h, ... , ja} are sets of strictly increasing integer!!, 
with g, h<,m and g+h even, and where XI means Xi1 ••• Xt0 and TxJmeans 
T(xh) ... T(xJh) (x0=Tx0= 1). 
Let E be the set of elements c E a+ such that u(x)c= 0 for every 
x E Vm(D). If c E E, we also have u(x, y)c = 0 for every x, y E Vm(D) and 
rp(x, y)c = 0 for every x, y E V2m(K); for the connection between rp and 1t, 
see 3.3. Hence, (XiXJ)c=O, (T(xi)T(xJ))c=O and (xiT(xJ))c=O, for every 
cEE, 1.;;.i, j.;;.m. 
As a consequence, c E E must be of the form c = ;I,JXITXJ, with 
I={l, ... ,m}, J={l, ... ,m}, ;I,JEK. Ifc Ear has the property n(x)c=O 
for every x E Vm(D), we have c E E n ar, whence we can write 
c = ;u(xl) ... u(xm), 
with ; E k. 
From the fact that dimkarm= l, it follows that the vector space fc]k 
is independent of the choice of the basis. 
4. Modules over exterior algebras. 
In view of later applications we give here the definition and some 
properties of certain modules. 
Let V be a vector space over a commutative field K and let <a+, rp) 
be the even exterior algebra of V, as defined in 3.1. 
4.1 Definition: An exterior a+-module of Vis an ordered pair <a-, n), 
consisting of a left a+-module a- and a K-linear mapping n: V --+ G-, 
satisfying the following conditions: 
1) rp(x, y)n(x)=O for every x, y E V. 
2) If <M, v) is an ordered pair, consisting of a left a+-module M and 
a K-linear mapping v: V--+ M, satisfying condition 1), then there 
exists a unique a+-linear mapping f: a---+ M, such that fn=v. 
From the universal condition 2) we know that a- is determined up to 
isomorphism and that a- is generated by the n(x) with X E V. 
Now we will give a construction of such an exterior a+-module of V. 
Let F be the tensor algebra of V, F+ the subalgebra generated by the 
elements of even degree and F- the subspace spanned by the elements 
of odd degree. Let I be the ideal ofF, generated by all elements of the 
form x ® x, with x E V. Take a+= F+f(I n F+). Let rp(x, y) be the 
canonical image of x ® y in a+, for x, y E V; see 3.1. 
Furthermore, take a-= F-J(I n F-). Then a- is a a+-module over V. 
Let n be the canonical mapping of V in a-. We will also write n(x)=x. 
We will show that <a-, n) satisfies the conditions 1) and 2). It is clear 
that condition 1) is satisfied. In order to prove that <a-, n) satisfies 
2), we remark first that there exists a K-linear mapping g: F---+ M, 
such that g(l ® x) =v(x), g being uniquely determined. In fact, 
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F- = F+ 0K V, while we get a K-bilinear mapping: F+ x V -+ F- by 
putting (c, x) 1-+ c 0 x, and a K-bilinear mapping: F+ x V-+ M by 
putting (c, x) 1-+ c'v(x), where x E V, c E F+ and where c' is the image 
of c under the canonical homomorphism: F+-+ G+. Now it is clear by 
the universal property of F- = F+ 0K V that the mapping g, which we 
mentioned above, exists. 
Next we will show that g(c 0 x) = 0 if c 0 x E In F-. It is sufficient 
to prove that g(y1 0 ... 0 Yr 0 x 0 x)=O, where x, y, E V, l <.i<.r and 
r odd. 
We have g(y1 0 ... 0 Yr 0 x 0 x) =y1 ... Yr-Icp(yr, x)v(x) = 0, because v 
satisfies l). 
Thus, the K-linear mapping g: F--+ JJ!I determines uniquely a K-
linear mapping f: G--+ M, such that fn=v. 
Moreover, we have: j(c1c2n(x)) =c1c2v(x) =C1j(c2n(x)), which shows that f 
is even a G+-linear mapping: G- -+ M. 
4.2 Remarks: a) If Vis a vector space over K, then there exists, 
up to isomorphism, a uniquely determined exterior G+-module (G-, n) 
of V. 
b) We can consider the left G+-module G- of V also as a G+-bimodule 
over V, by setting xc~cx for c E G+ and x E V. This coincides with the 
multiplication in G. 
c) One can define a K-bilinear mapping: G- x G--+ G+ by setting 
(c1x1, c2x2) 1-+ cp(x~, x2)c1c2, for c, E G+ and Xi E V, i = l, 2. 
Now we consider a right vector space V over a quaternion field D, 
with center k and involution a. Let (Gr, u) be the exterior algebra of V, 
as defined in 3.3. 
4.3 Definition: An exterior Gr-module of Vis an ordered pair (Gr-. p), 
consisting of a left Gr-module Gr-, which is also a right D-space, and a 
D-linear mapping p: V-+ Gr-, satisfying the following conditions: 
l) u(x)p(x) = 0 for every x E V. 
2) If (M, s) is an ordered pair, consisting of a left Gr-module M, which 
is also a right D-space, and a D-linear mapping s : V -+ M, satisfying 
condition l), then there exists a unique Gr-linear mapping g: Gr-+ M 
such that gp=s. 
Again we know, from the universal condition 2), that Gr- is determined 
up to isomorphism, and that Gr- is generated by the p(x) with x E V. 
We shall construct an exterior Gr-module of V. First we choose l such 
that D=KEtJlK; see§ l. We select}, such that K=k(A.), A.+A.a=O if 
char (D)=? 2 and A.+ A. a= l if char (D)= 2. We consider V as a vector space 
over K and we set T(x)=xl for x E V; see 3.3. Again we extend TonG+ 
by taking -r(x1 ... X2n)=(-.u)-hT(xl) ... T(x2n). Take Gr={c EG+j-r(c)=c} 
and define u: V-+ Gr by u(x) =xT(x) for x E V. 
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Let (G-, n) be the exterior G+-rnodule of V; see 4.1. We also extend 
T toG- by defining -r(x1 .•. x2h+1) = (- f-l)-hT(x1) ... T(x2h+l)· Then -r2(c) =f-tC 
for every c E G-; see 1.1. This means that we can consider G-as a right 
vector space over D by setting c(~+ln)=c~+<(C)rJ, for c EG-, ~+l17 ED. 
Besides, G- is a left G+-rnodule over V. Let Gr- be the Gr-module 
generated by the elements n(x), with x E V. Then, as a set, Gr- is identical 
with G-. The natural mapping of V (when considered as a vector space 
over D) into Gr- is denoted by p. We will show that (Gr-, p) satisfies 
the conditions 1) and 2). It is clear that condition 1) is satisfied. Now let 
s: V -> JJ,f be a mapping with property 1), M being a left Gr-module, 
which is also a right vector space over D. Polarizing 1) and using the 
non-finiteness of k (compare 3.3, iii)) we obtain: 
i) u(x)s(y) + u(x, y)s(x) = 0 for x, y E V. 
Since G+=,K ®k Gr, we can interpret M as a G+-module by setting 
(~c)m= (em)~ for~ E K, c E Gr and mE M. One can views as a mapping: 
V ~ M, where Vis considered as a vector space over K. We will prove 
that (M, s) satisfies condition 1) of 4.1. Indeed, we have q;*(x, y)s(x)= 
=(u(x, T(A.y))-A.au(x, T(y)))s(x)= --u(x)s(T(A.y))+A.au(x)s(T(y))=O; see the 
proof of 3.3 and use i). 
This implies, by 4.1, that there exists a unique G+-linear mapping 
f: G- ~ M, such that fp =s, which proves that (Gr-, p) satisfies con-
dition 2). 
4.4 Remarks: a) If V is a right vector space over D, then there 
exists, up to isomorphism, a uniquely determined exterior Gr-module 
(Gr-, p) of V. 
b) We can consider Gr- as a Gr-bimodule over V by putting xc=cx 
for c E Gr, x E V. 
c) One can define a k-bilinear mapping: Gr- x Gr- ~ Gr by setting 
(ciXI, c2x2) 1~ u(x~, x2)cic2, for Ct E Grand Xt E V, i= 1, 2. It can be checked 
in G that this mapping is indeed well defined (compare 4.2, c). 
If ex EG-, with c EG+, x E V, we will put d(cx)=d(c)+f. Then dis 
well defined on G-, as follows from the construction of G-. 
If ex E Gr-, with c E Gr, x E V, we will put d(cx) =d(c) + ~ too. Again 
it is clear, by the construction of Gr-, that d is well defined on Gr-. 
4.5 Let (Gr-, p) be the exterior Gr-module of the vector space V = Vm(D~, 
over D, of dimension m. Suppose u(x)(cy) = 0 for every x E V, a given y E V 
and a certain c E Gr. Then cy is of the form: cy=u(xi) ... u(xm-l)y~, with 
~ED and where XI, ... , Xm-I is any set of elements of V, such that X!, ... , Xm-I, 
y is a basis of V. 
Proof: Let XI, ... , Xm be a basis of V, with Xm=y. 
We take Gr={c EG+I-r(c)=c} and for Gr- we take G-, considered as a 
Gr-module over V2m(K). A basis of G+ is formed by the elements 
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x1TxJ, where I= {i1, ... , i0}, J = {jr, ... , jk} are sets of strictly increasing 
integers, with g, h,;;;;,m and g +h even, while XJ=X.g1 ••• X.g0 and 'PxJ= 
=:F(xh) ... T(xih). Now, let E be the set of elements c E G+, such that 
u(x)(cxm) = 0 and u(x)(cT(xm)) = 0 for every x E V. If c E E, we also have 
(XiXJ)(cxm) = 0, (T(xt)T(xJ))(cxm) = 0 and (xiT(xJ))(cxm) = 0, for I< i, j < m; 
see 3.5. Hence, for every a E G+ we have a(cxm) = 0 and a(cT(xm)) = 0. 
We may suppose that c is of the form c=c1 +c2xm+caT(xm), where Ct, 
i =I, 2, 3, is of the form e.g= z ~i:>J x1TxJ with ~j~>J E K and I, J C 
I,J 
C {I, ... , m-I}. We have ac1=0, a(c2Xm)=0 and a(caT(xm))=O, if a EG+ 
and a is of the form a=x1TXJ with I, J C {I, ... , m-I }. 
Now, by 3.5, c1 is of the form c1 = ~I,JXITXJ, with ~I,J E K, I =J = 
={I, ... , m-I}. Furthermore, one can show that C2=0, by multiplication 
of c by elements of the form XiT(xm) or T(x.g)T(xm), I ,;;;;,i <,m-I. Moreover 
ca = 0, which completes the proof. 
5. Geornetnc .;haracterization of the pure 8pinor8. 
Let V = Vm(D) be a right vector space over D, of dimension m=2u. 
Let L : Vm(D) ~ D be a nondegenerate quadratic quaternion form of 
maximal index. We choose e EK with e+ea=I (e=! if char (D)#2). 
We will suppose L=Le. We write Vm(D)=N +P, with N, P both totally 
singular and of dimension"· Then L(n) E k, even L(n) = 0 as Lis supposed 
to be normalized. We write D=K ffilK, L=Q+lR and we identify 
Vm(D) with yzm(K). Let 0=0(K, R), 0+ and O- be as in § I. Let ON, 
Ofi and o;' also denoted by S, sl and s2, be as in § 2. Let T: 0 ~ 0 
be as in l.I, let Ol={c EO+I-r(c)=c} be the k-algebra belonging to the 
Clifford algebra of L and (Ol, u) the Clifford algebra of L; see § I. The 
mapping T leaves sl invariant and -r2=id. on sl. Let Spl= {8 E S!IT(8) =8} 
be the space of k-spinors of L. Now Sp1 is an algebra too, and if Gr=Sp1, 
then (Gr, u) is the exterior algebra of N as characterized in 3.3. 
The mapping -r leaves S2 invariant and -r2 =p, on Sz. We may consider 
S2 as a right vector space over D, denoted by Sp2 and called the space 
of D-spinors of L. Now Spz is a Gr-module too, and if Gr-=Spz, then 
(Gr-, p) is the exterior Gr-module of N as characterized in 4.3. Let 
(!1 : Ol ~ Endrc(Sp1) be the k-spin representation and ez : Ol ~ Endn(Spz) 
the D-spin representation of L. Then we have the following rules in 
Sp.g, i= I, 2. 
5.I i) (!t(u(n))·8=u(n)8, for n EN, 8 ESp.g. 
ii) {!i(u(p,n))·u(m)8=u(m)e.g(u(p,n))·8-u(nH(p,m),m)8, for pEP,n, 
mEN, 8 ESpt. 
iii) (!t(u(p))·u(m)8=u(m)et(u(p))·8-(!t(u(pH(p, m), m))·8 for pEP, 
mEN, 8 ESp.g. 
Proof: Wehaveu(x)u(y) -u(y)u(x) +u(xH(x, y), y) =Oforx, y E Vm(D) 
(see [6], 5.I6). 
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By polarizing we obtain: 
u(x1, x2)u(y)-u(y)u(x1, x2)+u(x1H(x2, y), y)+u(x2H(x1, y), y)=O 
for Xi, y E Vm(D). 
These rules give immediately ii) and iii}, while i) is trivial. 
5.2 i) e1(u(p, n)) ·l =Tr(e"H(p, n)), for p E P, n EN. 
ii) e1(u(p)) ·1 = 0, for p E P. 
Proof: The proof is given by working in G(K, R). We have 
u(p, n)f= (epT(n) +enT(p) -e"T(p)n-e"T(n)p)f= (epT(n)-e"T(p)n)f= 
=(er(p, T(n))-e"r(T(p), n))f=Tr(e"H(p, n))f, 
which proves i); ii) is trivial. 
5.3 i) e2(u(p, n) ·m=Tr(e"H(p, n))m-nH(p, m), for pEP, n, mEN. 
ii) e2(u(p)) ·n= 0, for pEP, n EN. 
Proof: This can be proved by computation in G(K, R). We have 
u(p, n)mf= (epT(n) +enT(p) -e"T(p)n-e"T(n)p)mf= 
Tr(e"H(p, n))mf- (eT(n)p-e"nT(p))mf+ (enT(p) -e"T(n)p)mf= 
Tr(e"H(p, n))mf+(r(T(p), m)n-r(p, m)T(n))f, 
which proves i); ii) is trivial. 
If x E Vm(D) we can write x=n+p with n EN, pEP and then we 
have u(x)=u(n) +u(n, p) +u(p). Furthermore, since Sp1 is generated as 
an algebra by the u(n), n EN, the k-spin representation e1 is determined 
completely by 5.1 and 5.2, and the D-spin representation e2 is determined 
completely by 5.1 and 5.3, in both cases by recursion. 
5.4 e1(u(p}) ·U(n) = -N(H(p, n)), for pEP, n EN. 
Proof: This follows from 5.1, iii) and 5.2. 
Next we recall some definitions and properties, which appear in [2] 
and [6]. Let 0(2m, K, R) be the orthogonal group of V2m(K) with respect 
to R. Let 0+(2m, K, R) be the group of rotations of V2m(K) with respect 
toR. Let U(m, D, H) be the unitary group of Vm(D) with respect to H. 
Let OU(m, D, L) be the group of invertible D-linear transformations 
t: Vm(D)-+ Vm(D), such that .L(u(x)) -L(x) E k for every x E Vm(D). 
The following properties are known: 
i) If char (D) =1= 2, then OU(m, D, L) = U(m, D, H). 
ii) We have: t EOU(m, D, L) if and only ift EO+ (2m, K, R) andtT=Tt. 
We call r+={c EO+Ic is invertible in G+ and cVc-1 c V} the Clifford 
group of R. We call x(c) the linear automorphism X 1-+ cxc-1, for c E r+, 
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x E V. It is well known that the followmg sequence is exact: 
X l ~ K* ~ F+ ___,.. 0+(2m, K, R) ~ l. 
Let IX : C ~ C be the antiautomorphism of C, such that tX(X! ... Xn) = 
=Xn ... X!, for Xt E V2m(K), l <,i<,h. The mapping A: r+ ~ K*, with 
A(c)=tX(c)c is called the norm homomorphism of r+ (see [2], II, 3.5). 
The kernel of A is called the spin group of R and is denoted by rt. So 
we have the following exact sequence: l ~ F({ ~ r+ ~ K*. 
We call r+ n.Cl the Clifford group of Land we denote it by Clif (rn, D, L) 
or also Clif (see [6], § 7, where the notation is G+ n. Cl). We call rt n. Cl 
the spin group of L and we denote it by Spin (m, D, L) or also Spin (see 
[6], § 7, where the notation is Gt n. Cl). 
5.5 Let Z be a totally singular subspace of Vm(D) of dimension u. Then 
there exists a v E Clif (m, D, L), such that vu(P)v-1=u(Z). If v has this 
property, then {21 ( v) · l is a pure k-spinor belonging to Z. 
Proof: There is at EOU(m, D, L) which maps Pinto Z. This can 
be proved directly in a simple way, but it is also a consequence of Witt's 
theorem (see [6], 3.5). Furthermore, there exists a homomorphism 
q;: Clif ~ OU(m, D, L) and the following sequence is exact: 
l ~ k* ~ Clif ~ OU(rn, D, L) ~ l 
(see [6], § 7). 
So there is a v E Clif, such that q;(v) = t. 
In V2m(K) this means t E 0+(2m, K, R) and tT = Tt, while in C = C 
(2m, K, R) we have vPv-l=Z. Let vpv-l=z, with pEP, z EZ. Then 
vT(p)v-1 =-r(vpv-1) =T(z), whence vu(p)v-1 =v(pT(p))v-1 =zT(z) =u(z). 
Consequently, vu(P)v-1 =u(Z). 
Let S be the space of spinors of R, e : C ~ EndK(S) the spin represen-
tation of C and Sz the !-dimensional subspace of S containing the pure 
spinors belonging to Z; see § 2. 
It is well known that e(v) ·l E S is a pure spinor belonging to Z, so 
e(v) ·l E Sz (see [2], III, 1.2). 
We have •e(v) ·l =e(v) ·1, because v E Cl; see 2.2. This meanse(v) ·l ESpz, 
and e(v) ·l = e1(v) ·l. This completes the proof (see § 2 for the definition 
of Spz). 
5.6 Theorem: Let Z be a totally singular subspace of Vm(D) of di-
mension u, and let Sz in Sp1 be a pure k-spinor belonging to Z. Then Z is 
the set of elements x E Vm(D), such that {21(u(x))·sz=0. 
If s ESp1 is such that {21(u(x))·s=0 for all x EZ, then s=~sz, for some 
~ Ek. 
Proof: As the conditions e1(u(x))·s=O and {21(v-1u(x)v)·ei(v-1)·s=0, 
for x E V, s E Spr, v E Clif are equivalent, it is sufficient, by 5.5, to prove 
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the first assertion of this theorem in the case Z = P. In this case Spz = [l ]k 
and we may assume that sz= 1. Now suppose that e1(u(x)) ·1 = 0 for some 
x E Vm(D). Putting x=n+p, with n EN, pEP, we have u(x)=u(n)+ 
+u(n,p)+u(p). So we have e1(u(n))·1+el(u(n,p))·1+e1(u(p))·1=0. By 
using 5.1 and 5.2 this becomes u(n)+Tr(eaH(p, n))·1=0, which is only 
possible if n = 0, since elements of degree 1 are different from scalar 
multiples of 1. 
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, it is sufficient to consider 
the case Z=N. Suppose that s ESp1 is such that el(u(n))·s=u(n)s=O for 
all n EN. Then, as an immediate consequence of 3.5 (with Sp1 instead 
of Gr, N instead of Vm(D)), s is of the form $u(n1) ... u(n,.), with ; E k 
and where n1, ... , n,. is a basis of N. Since sz=SN is of the same form, 
this completes the proof. 
Let n1, ... , n,. be a basis of N and p1, ... , p,. a basis of P, such that 
H(ni, Pi)= ~i1· 
5.7 Let W be a totally singtdar sttbspace of Vm(D) of dimension u-1. Let 
P' be the subspace of dimension u-1, spanned by p1, ... , p,._1 • Then there 
exists a v E Clif, such that vu(P')v-1 = u( W). For any such v, e2(v) · n,. is a 
pure D-spinor belonging to W. 
Proof: The first part of 5.7 is proved in the same way as the first 
part of 5.5. We put f=u(p1) ... u(p,.) and g=u(p1) ... u(p,_ 1), which are 
elements of Cl; see § 2. It can be verified easily that n,./ E C-f n gC-. 
Hence, n,. E Sp2 is a pure D-spinor belonging to P'; see 2. 7. 
Let v E Clif be such that vu(P')v-1 = u( W) and let Wi = vpiv-1, 1 < i < u -1. 
Then w1, ... , w,._1 is a basis of W. We put gw=u(wl) ... u(w,_1), which 
is an element ofCl. We have gw=vgv-1. Because n,.f EC-f n gC- we have 
1m,.f EC-f n vgv-1C-=C-f n gwC-. This means that e2(v)·n,. is a pure D-
spinor belonging to W; see 2. 7. 
5.8 Theorem: Let W be a totally singular subspace of Vm(D) of di-
mension :v.-1, and let sw be a pure D-spinor belonging to W. Let W be the 
union of all u-dimensional totally singular subspaces containing W. Then 
W is the set of the elements x E Vm(D) such that e2(u(x))·sw=O. lfs ESp2 
is such that e2(u(x))·s=O for all x E W, then s=sw;, for some; ED. 
Proof: As the conditions e2(u(x))·s=O and e2(v-1u(x)v)·e2(v-1)·s=O 
for x E V, s E Sp2, v E Clif are equivalent, it is sufficient, by 5.7, to prove 
the first part of the theorem in the case W = P'. Then we may assume 
that Sw=n,.. Now suppose that e2(u(x))·n,.=0 for some X E vm(D). From 
the relation (u(x))2 +Tr(L(x))u(x) +N(L(x)) = 0 (see [6], § 7) it follows that 
L(x)=O. If we put x=n+p, with nEN, pEP, we have u(x)=u(n)+ 
+u(n, p) +u(p). So we have e2(u(n)) ·n,.+e2(u(n, p)) ·n,.+e2(u(p)) ·n,.= o. 
By 5.3 this becomes u(n)n,.+Tr(eaH(p, n))n,.-nH(p, n,.)=O. By com-
paring the degrees of the terms of this expression, it can be seen that 
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n is necessarily a D-multiple of n,. This implies that x has the form 
x = n,J + p, with p E P and where ~ ED is such that L(x) = 0. Some compu-
tation gives then that xis aD-multiple of an element of the form n,.~ + p, 
where p = p' + p,. or p = p', with p' E P' and ~ E k. Conversely, any element 
x of this form has the property e2(u(x))·n,.=O. 
To prove the second part of this theorem, it is sufficient to consider 
the case W = N', where N' is the subspace of Vm(D), spanned by n1, ... , n,._1 . 
An element x of W is in this case a D-multiple of an element of the 
form x=p,.~+n, wheren=n' +n,. or n=n', with n' EN' and~ Ek. Now, let 
E be the set of elements 8 ESp2, such that (?2(u(x))·8=0 for every x E W. 
Consider Sp2 as a vector space over K. Write 8=81 +82n,.+83T(n,.) + 
+84n,.T(n,.), with 8i(i=1, 2, 3, 4) of the form 8t= _L ~ji!Jn1TnJ where 
I.J 
~¥,lJ E K and J, J C {1, ... , u-1} (compare the proof of 4.5). Then the 
fact that e2(u(n,.))·8=0 gives 81=0. Moreover, the fact that e2(u(p,.))·8=0 
gives 84=0 (use 5.1 and 5.3). Furthermore, we have (?2(u(nt~, p,.))·8=0 
for every ~ ED, 1 < i < u -1. This implies that (ntp,.)8 = 0, (T(nt)p,.)8 = 0, 
(n,T(p,.))8=0 and (T(ni)T(p,.))8=0 (compare the proof of 3.5). Some 
computation in O(K, R) gives then that 8 must be of the form 
8=u(n1) ... u(n,_ 1 )n,.~1 +u(n1) ... u(n,_ 1 )T(n,.)~2, 
with ~t, ~2 E K. This completes the proof. 
(To be continued) 
